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Thermoelectric and magnetic properties of Cr, -xVxSi, solid solutions
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Cr,. ,V,Si, solid solutions have been prepared in the range 05x5 I. The thermopowers, resrsttvtltes, and magnetic susceptibilities of
the solid solutions vary smoothly with composition and reveal a continuous transition from degenerate semiconducting (x = 0) to metallic
(x = I) behavior.
ratios of the solid solutions are less than those of pore CrSiz. The thermoelectric properties of the solid solutions
can he described in terms of a free-electron model, whereas an effective mass of 15 nt, has to he assumed in order to explain the results of
magnetic measurements.
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1. Introduction

requisite for solid solution formation is that both constituents of the alloy are isostmctural. The refractory
disilicides crystallize with a variety of closely related
low-symmetry structures, namely orthorhombic C54 (R =
Ti), orthorhombic C49 (R = Zr. Hf). hexagonal C40 (R =
V, Nb. Ta, Cr), and tetragonal Cl I, (R = MO. W) [5]. The
only likely candidates for pseudo-binary solid solution
formation with CrSi, are therefore VSi,, NbSis, and TaSi,.
Recently, thin films of Cr,-,V,Si, have been grown on
(100) silicon wafer substrates; the dependence of the
infrared reflectance, infrared trausmittauce and room temperature resistivity on composition has been reported 161.
In order to further investigate this system we prepared bulk
Cr, -,VxSiZ samples and performed temperature dependent
measurements of the thermopower. resistivity and magnetic susceptibility.

2. Experimental
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Samples of composition Cr, -,V,Si, (x = 0, 0.10, 0.20,
0.30, 0.39, 0.49, 0.74, I) were prepared by melting
together chromium (MRC. Van Arkel granules, 4N8),
vanadium (Atomergic Chemetals, dendritic crystals, 3N + )
and silicon (JMC, lump, SNS) in an arc furnace. This
synthesis method was chosen because the end members of
the series are known to melt congruently at high temperatures: 149O’C (CrSi,) and 1677 “C (VSi,) [7]. Tbe argon
atmosphere in the furnace was gettered by melting a piece
of zirconium prior to the actual samples.
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Both chromium and vanadium were etched in hot dilute
hydrochloric acid and premelted in the arc furnace in order
to remove oxides and volatile impurities. Since chromium
exhibits a significant vapor pressure at elevated temperatures, care had to be taken to keep the chromium loss at a
minimum. This problem was overcome by placing silicon
on top of the chromium and vanadium spheres, thereby
pouring a hot melt of silicon on the metals in order to react
the three elements. A slight excess of chromium (0.1%)
was added to compensate for unavoidable loss. Every
sample was turned over and remelted two times to ensure
homogeneity. The resulting buttons, each of about 1.5 g in
mass, were then wrapped in tantalum foil and annealed to
1000°C for a week in evacuated and sealed quartz tubes.
Bars with dimensions 0.7 X 1.2 X 8 m m ’ were cut from the
buttons with a diamond blade wheel saw.
The samples were characterized through powder diffraction patterns collected on a Philips PW-1710 powder
diffractometer. LaB, was used as standard. The lattice
parameters were obtained by a least-squares refinement
technique. Up to 20 diffraction peak positions in the range
20=20-90’
were evaluated for each refinement. An
M M R SB-100 Seebeck controller was used to measure the
thermopower of the samples in an experiment.d set-+
which employs copper-sample-copper
and copper-constat&m-copper differential thermocouples. The resistivity
was measured with a Linear Research LR-700 resistance
bridge, a linear four-probe set-up with alternating current.
Silver epoxy was used for sample contacts in the thermopower and resistivity measurements. The magnetic susceptibility of the samples was measured with a Quantum
Design SQUID magnetometer.

3. Results
Sample weights were checked after the first melting
process and matched the stoichiometric values typically
within 0.01% (assuming all loss to be chromium). When
the samples were further remelted small amounts of
material were found to splinter cff. This behavior was most
pronounced on the x = 0.74 sample, which repeatedly
broke into pieces when congealing from the melt. The loss
of already reacted and therefore nearly stoichiotnetric
material during remelting is not considered to have affected the overall compositions of the samples significantly.
Powder diffraction patterns of the samples were indexed
assuming hexagonal unit cells. The dependence of the
lattice parameters a and c on the sample composition is
shown in Fig. I. Values found for the end members CrSiz
(a =442.83(2),
c =636.92(5) pm) and VSi,
(a =
457.22(4), c =637.37(S) pm) are in good agreement with
literature data [S]. The molar volumes of the solid solutions, calculated from the unit cell volumes u = ( &/Z)IZ’C
by
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Fig. I. Lattice param*ers and motar volumes of Cr,-,V,Si, sdi
solutions.The unit cell is hexaaonat(C40 smrhrrc) and containsthree
formulaunits.The dmhed line showschcbehaviorprcdicledby Vcms
law.

are shown in the upper portion of Fig. 1. According to
Vegard’s law, unit csll volumes (and molar vohtmcs) are
expected to vary linearly with composition if solii solutions are formed by random SUbStiNth
of atoms. (Vegads law is generally referred to as a lineat dependence of
lattice parameters on composition [9,10]. However, a
linear variation of the unit cell vdume implies a linear
variation of the lattice parameters only in compounds with
cubic symmetry, where Aa/a,=(l/3)Av/v,,.
The dependence of lattice parameters on composition in solid solutions with lower symmetry cannot be pmdiited even if
Vega&s law was found !o be obeyed [ll].) This law is
well obeyed for x50.49. whereas the sampk with x = 0.74
shows a higher molar volume than prediited. Additionally
prepared samples (not annealed after arc melting and not
used for any further measurements), shown as open circles
in Fig. I, confirm this positive deviation t?om Vegard’s law
in the range x=0.5. The abrupt change in V,, near x = 0.5
is caused by an abrupt change of the unit cell parameter a
solely, whereas c varies smoothly over the entire range
0=x= I.
Resistivity measurements of the Cr,-,V,Si, solid ~01~.
tions are shown in Fig. 2. Stoichiomehic CrSi, is known to
be a degenerate semiconductor having a hok concentration
of several 1020cm-’ at room temperature: excess
chromium atoms are supposed to act as acceptors in the
compound [ 12-141. This explains why the resistivity curve
of CrSi, in Fig. 2 shows a slight increase with temperature
rather than a semiconductor-like behavior, dpldTC0. A
room
temperaNre
resistivity of 5.4X 10m3 n cm is found
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Fig. 2. Temperature &pendence of the resisrivity for Cr,.,V,Si,
solutions in a semi-logarithmic plot.

solid

for stoichiometric CrSis. Substitution of chromium by
vanadium gradually lowers the resistivities of the solid
solutions; the temperature dependence of the resistivity,
however, does not change significantly for vanadium
contents of up to x = 0.74. VSi,, the end member of the
series, shows a metallic resistivity behavior p(T) = p0 +
aT and (Y = 2.9 X IO-’ 0. cm K-‘. The room temperature
resistivity of VSiz is 6.3X 10m5 f2 cm.
All of the samples show positive absolute thermopowers
with an approximately linear temperature dependence (Fig.
3). The room temperature thermopowers S(300 K) of the
Cr,-,V,Si,
solid solutions are greatly affected when
chromium is substituted by vanadium. Starting at

73.5 pV K- ’ (x = 0). the thermopower
drops to
26.6 PV K-’ when a vanadium content of x = 0.1 is added.
Further addition of vanadium reduces the thermopower
gradually until a value of 6.3 tsV K- ’ is reached for x = I.
Since the thermal conductivities K of the solid solutions
are not expected to be subject to dramatic changes, the
dependence of the thermoelectric figure of merit (Eq. (1))
on composition will be discussed in terms of the ratio S*/p
only.
temperature
S21p =
A
room
value
of
I pW K-’ cm-’ is found for stoichiometric CrS&. When
substituting chromium by vanadium in Cr,-,V,Sis, both
the thermopower and the resistivity of the samples are
lowered. The overall effect is a reduction of S’lp to values
between 0.2 and 0.6 pW K-’ cm-‘, i.e. it is not possible to
increase the thermoelec’kc figure of merit of CrSiz by
alloying it with VSi,. The resistivity of CrSiz, however,
can be. lowered without affecting the thermopower by
adding a slight excess (approximately 1%) of chromium. A
room temperature value of 5 pW K-r cm-’ was achieved
in this way. This is still one order of magnitude smaller
than values achieved by Bi,Te, based materials which
combine thermopowers around 2OOpV K-’ with resistivities of lo-’ fL cm at room temperature.
Temperature dependent susceptibility measurements of
Cr,-,V,Si, solid solutions are shown in Fig. 4. The room
temperature
susceptibility
of
CrSi,
is
-52X
10d6 cm’ mol-‘. Only an insignificant temperature dependence is observed for the magnetic susceptibility of the
compound. When chromium is substituted by vanadium in
Cr,-,V,Si,, charge carriers are introduced in the system.
These carriers give rise to paramagnetic susceptibility
contributions and shift the magnetic susceptibility towards

T [Kl
Fig. 3. Temperature &pendence of the lhemmpower for Cr,.,V,Si:
solutions.

solid

Fig. 4. Temperature &pcndcnce of the magnetic suxeptibi!ity for
Cr,-,V,Si, solid solutions. The dam are given in units of the ekcuomagnelic cgs-system.
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Generalized Curie-Weiss tits ,y = x0 + C/(7- 0) to the magnetic susceptibilities of Cr,.,V.Si2
contributions of prmanenl magnetic moments at mom temprahne ~~~(300 K)

solid sdhms
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.
sureplbhty
K) (IO-* cm’ mol-‘)

x

Fit range(K)

L, (IO-ncm’mole’)

C (IO-’ K-‘)

B(K)

~‘-000

0.00
1.10
0.20
0.30
0.39
0.49
0.74
I.00

10-110
IO-340
20-320
20-320
lo-320
IO-85
N-50
IO-40

-51.2
- 21.2
8.2
31.7
33.6
50.7
1062
119.4

1.85
43.99
83.09
2.64
7.68
3.59
1.41
I.26

- 14.5
- 65.4
- 149.4
-76.8
- 24.2
-7.7
-4.8
-1.4

0.6
12.0
18.5
7.0
2.4
1.2
0.5
0.4

more positive values. A magnetic susceptibility of + 107 X
1O-6 cm3 mol-’ is found for VSiz at room temperaNre.
It is evident that some of the susceptibility curves in Fig.
4 also exhibit Curie-Weiss-like temperature dependences,
which indicate the presence of permanent magnetic moments. We therefore analysed the magnetic susceptibilities
in terms of a generalized Curie-Weiss law
C
XV)=xo+yrj

(3)

where x0 represents the sum of ail temperature independent contributions to the magnetic susceptibility, and C
and 8 are the Curie constant and the Curie-Weiss temperaNre respectively. The results of the curve fits are listed in
Table 1. Not all of the susceptibilities could be described
by Eq. (3) in the whole temperature range: in those cases
low temperature. fits were used. The determined values of
C and B allow us to estimate the susceptibility contribuIiOIIS of permanent magnetic momen& at room temperature
xcw(3U0 K) = C/(300 K - U). As can be seen in Table I,
prominent susceptibility contributions ~~~(300 K) are
found in tbe samples with x = 0.10, 0.20 and 0.30 only.
Since the whole solid solution series in this study was
pre.pared from the same chemicals, we can exclude the
possibility that the Curie-Weiss contributions in the latter
three samples are caused by pammagnetic impurities. It is
rather expected that, due to lattice imperfections or a slight
non-stoichiometry, some of the chromium or vanadium
atoms are present in the form of paramagnetic ions instead
of being in a covalent bound state without a permanent
magnetic moment.

4. Dkeu.wIim3
The linear temperature dependence of the thennopower
suggests we analyse the properties of Cr,-,V,Si,
solid
solutions in terms of a free-electron model. According to
this model [ 151, the thermopower of a metal in the phonon
scattering region (i.e. well above the residual resistivity
region) is given by

(4)
Here, the sign of the thermopower ce
to the. sign
of the charge carriers, and TF is the Fermi temperatum of
the system which is determined by the carrier concentration n according to TF = 4.231 X 10-“(n/cm-g)*‘3
K.
With one less valence electron than chromium, each
vanadium atom is expected to intmduce one hole when
substiNted for chromium in Cr,..,V,Si,. Since there ate
three formula units of Cr,-,V,Si, per unit cell vdume v,
the carrier concentration of the solid soh&ns can be
calculated by R = 3x/u. Equivalently. we can use the molar
volumes (Eq. (2)) of the solid s&ttions and express the
carrier concentration as

The molar volumes of the Cr, -,V,Si, soli sohttions are
listed in Table 2. From these data, carrier cb
and room temperature themmpowet5 were calculated using
Eq. (5) and Eq. (4) respectively. The results are also given
in Table 2. A calculated curve of room tev
themopowers
is shown in Fig. 5. together with the
experimental data. Considerhtg the fact that the free&ctron model is hardly ever a good Bssumpion with tespect
to the thermopower of metals (including most of the alkali
and all of the monovalent noble metals) [15.16]. the
agreement between calculated and experbnental values in
Fig. 5 has to be consideted remarkably good.
Eq. (5) dries not allow us to calculate the c&r
concentration of stoichii
C&i,. But since the freeelectron formula of Eq. (4) has been F:en
applii
in
the rest of the solii s&tion series, this rehMion has been
used in order to calculate the carrier concentration of CrSi,
from its room mpemNrethnmopower.TheobNined
carrier concentration, 7.4X 10”cm-‘,
cormqmds
to
0.027 charge carriers per formula unit. This is by far too
high to be explained by a loss of ma&al dutittg the
synthesis. A carrier cona%&on
of this order of tnagnitude, however, seems to be rather typical of stoichiometric CrSi,: hok conantrations of 6.3 X lo”, 7.7X 10”
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Table 2
Molar volumes V,,,, of Cr, ,V,St, solid solutions. Values of the carrier concentrill~on II. mcm temperature thenaopower S(3OOK). mobibty p. and
free-electron Paub surceptibility x”‘“” I”’ are calculated
P.“,, I,<<(lo hcml mol-‘)
Picm’V
‘s ‘)
a(lO”cm-‘t
S(3OOK) (nVK-‘)
.r
V_,.,(cm’ mot-‘)
X
0.00
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.39
0.49
0.74
I.CiU

0.074
0.267
0.538
0.815
I .065
I.329
I.929
2.600

21.71
21.87
22.04
22.16
22.22
22.34
22.98
23.16

4.34
6.70
8.53
9.85
10.80
II.68
13.61
15.15

1.57 -0.91
1.25
1.23
1.01
I .08
I .62
3.79

73.5
31.3
19.6
14.9
125
10.7
8.4
6.9

‘Calculated m order to match the enperimental value of St300 K).

and 3.9X IO”, for instance, have been reported by other
groups [ 12-141. The stoichiometric
CrSiz sample has heen
enclosed in Fig. 5 with the carrier concentration
deduced
above.
Mobilities of the charge carriers have heen calculated
from

the carrier

concentrations

and the room

temperature

resistivities of the solid solutions:

ceptibilities,

composition

independent

room

temperature

mobility

of

(l.lZ0.2)cm
V-’ s-’ is found for x=0.10-0.49.
Mobilities found in the vicinity of the end members are
somewhat higher, but still of the same order of magnitude.
The magnetic susceptibility of the Cr, -rV,Si, solid
solutions may be divided into three terms:
x(T) = ,ywhere

xc””

+ ,p’ + ,p(T)
is the

sum

(7)
of

the

diamagnetic

Pig. 5. Expertmental (0) aad calculated (-)
tbermopowen of Cr, .,V,Si, solid solutions.

room

core

sus-

of delocalized

charge

WA _

-X

m*

1

Im E
3 m*
m,
where xPa”lL rrce= 2.208 X IO-“‘(n/cm-“)““V,,,
is the
Pauli paramagnetic susceptibility of a degenerate freeelectron gas and m, the free-electron mass [ 171.
The core diamagnetism of compounds is generally
explained as the sum of diamagnetic ionic susceptibilities
which can he taken from published tables. Cr.%,, however,
is formed by strongly covalent chromium 3d-silicon 3p
bonds 151, so an ionic picture is not appropriate in this
case. But since vanadium is a neighbor of chromium in the
periodic system of the elements and adopts an isoelectronic
configuration with chromium when introducing a hole in
VSia, the core susceptibilities of CrSi, and VSi, are
expected to be rather similar. If we furthermore compare
the calculated free-electron Pauli susceptibility of VSi,
(Table 2) with the difference in the susceptibilities of
CrSiz and VSi, at any temperature (Fig. 4). it becomes
evident that an effective mass of at least IOm, is to be
expected in this compound. This large value of the
effective mass allows us to neglect the diamagnetic term in
Eq. (8). and Eq. (7) may therefore he rewritten as
X

The results are listed in Table 2. An approximately

xde’ the contribution

carriers, and xcw(T) the Curie-Weiss-like paramagnetic
contribution caused by permanent magnetic moments.
The magnetic susceptibility c r a degenerate electron gas
is composed of a Pauli pammagnetic and a Landau
dtamagnetic
term. If band structure effects are represented
b; an effective mass m*, both contributions add up to
Paul,. rrce

[

The magnetic susceptibilities
of Cr,-,V&
solid salutions, corrected for Curie-Weiss contributions and Plotted
versus the calculated free-electron Pauli paramagnetisms,
should therefore result in a straight line y = o + bx with
a = xcorc and b = m*/m, at any temperature.
A plot of x-xcw
vs. ,$‘““. rr” at room temperature is
shown in Fig. 6. Curie-Weiss contributions xCW(300K)
and calculated free-electron Pauli susceptibilities xppy”. rrec
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eventhetowcarriercooccntrrtlonfotmd
in CrSi, causes a considerabk susce@Xty contribution.
It would therefore be fallacii
to simply ignore contribtttions of deL3caked charge carriem in this compmmd
The core diamagnetism of the Cr,-,V,Si, solid s&tions
found in this study is larger than the value mported for a
CrSi, single crystal,
- 83 X IO-’ cm3 mol-’ 1141.
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Fig. 6. Experimental room tempenture susceptlbdides of 0, .,V,Si, solid
solutions corrected for the contributions of pemwwnt magnedc momems
and plotted versus the calculated free-eleclmn Pauli wcept~bdmes of
Table 2. Ihe dashed line represenls a linear fit .’ = a + bx with w
intercept of -123x IO-“cm’ nolw’ and B slope of 15.2.

were taken from Tables 1 and 2 respectively. The good
linearity of this plot confirms that the magnetic susceptibility of the solid solution series can be described by
composition independent values of the core susceptibility
and the effective mass. A linear best fit to the data gives
core= - 123 X 10e6 cm3 mol-’ and m* = 15.2 m,. The
X
latter values and Eq. (9) were used for the calculated curve
of x-xcw,
which is shown in Fig. 7 together with
experimental data. Calculated and observed data arc in
good agreement. This figure also shows that, because

k

-100 0.0

X-

I
0.2

0.4

0.6

I

I
0.6

.

5. conclusions
1.0

X
Fig. 7. Experimental (0) and cakldated (-)
mom temptsusceptibilities of Cr,_,V,Si, solid solutions. The expximental mom
tempcraturc susceptibilities have been correacd for conailwions of
pe-nt
magnetic lnon?xnls.

Solid solutions of composition C,-,V,Si, have been
prepared and investigated in the range 0=x= I. Vegani’s
law is well obeyed for x50.5. whereas unit cell volumes
for higher vanadium contents are larger than expected.
Temperature dependent measurements of the dmtmopo~er,
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the resistivitv and the maenetic susceotibilitv of the
samples reveal a continuous transition from degenerate
semiconducting (X = 0) to metallic (x = 1) behavior. It is
found that the thermoelectric figure of ment of CrSi,
cannot be improved by alloying with VSi,. The thermopower of the samples is well explained in terms of a
free-electron modei. A room temperature mobility of CL=
1.1 cm* V-’ s-’ is found for 0.1 CX=O.S. After conection
for terms caused by permanent magnetic moments, the
magnetic susceptibilities of the solid solutions can be
accounted for by a core diamagnetism of x~“’ = - 123 X
10-6cm3 mol-’ and an effective mass of m* = 15 m,.
L
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